
Concrete Candle Eggs
Instructions No. 1562
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 20 Minutes

With these concrete eggs you can score points with your loved ones: already unlit a feast for the eyes, the candles fascinate by the fact
that the liquid Wax for candles glows yellow, just like a real egg.

Pouring concrete eggs
Each concrete egg is cast from a large and a small Acrylic-egg half. The large egg half is spread with oil, filled with cast concrete, the second small egg half is
pressed into the concrete mass and weighted down with a Stone or similar. This creates a recess into which the candle sand can be poured later.

Concrete egg in 16 cm size 
You need Acrylic glass eggs in 16 cm and in 12 cm size. 
For the concrete mass of the large Ice you need about 7 heaped tablespoons of cast concrete 

Concrete egg in 14 cm size 
You need Acrylic glass eggs in 14 cm and in 10 cm size 
For the concrete mass of the large Ice you need about 5 heaped tablespoons of cast concrete. 

The concrete eggs are completely hardened after about 24 to 30 hours. Use Sandpaper to grind off some of the rounding of the base and thus increase the
stability of the egg shapes.

Creating fried egg candles is so easy
Simply place a candle wick in the finished egg containers and fill with yellow candle sand , then sprinkle a second white layer of candle sand over it. 

When the candle is lit, the liquid Wax for candles turns into Yellow, the white top layer provides the "fried egg look".



Article number Article name Qty
593816 Acrylic egg, 16 cm 1
593281 Acrylic egg, 12 cm 1
500425-21 Candle sand, 175 g8 wicks, Pastel Yellow 1
500425-27 Candle sand, 175 g8 wicks, Pastel White 1
440806 Acrylic egg, 14 cm 1
440769 Acrylic egg, 10 cm 1
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